
Dimmable LED for the right light
Task lighting when you're cooking, mood lighting when you're dining. This 
cooker hood features dimmable LED lights that adapt to align with your 
kitchen's lighting, allowing the decision of bright lights when cooking or 
ambient lightning up to you.

Low energy consumption. Powerful performance.
This low energy consuming cooker hood, matched with the most powerful 
motor, delivers by cleaning air in the kitchen quickly and efficienly.

All cooking vapours removed – in silence
Thanks to innovative technology, this hood clears your 
kitchen of unwanted cooking vapours almost 
unnoticably. What's more, the cooker hood's virtually 
silent operation helps you create the perfect 
atmosphere in your home. 

Natural air, effortlessly and silently.
The sleekly designed AEG hood removes lingering 
odours quietly thanks to a super quiet breeze 
technology. So you can have a better environment in 
your kitchen effortlessly and silently.

The hands-free hood
This cooker hood has Hob2Hood, a useful feature that 
automatically controls your cooker hood and lights. 
Leave Hob2Hood to regulate the fan while you 
concentrate on the key moments involved in getting 
your dish just right. But if you’d rather adjust the fan 
speed yourself, there are manual controls

A premium designed Cooker Hood made to enhance the kitchen design, 
mounted over the kitchen island it will give a distinctive modern look. With a 
highly powerful motor it will clear the air in your kitchen effeciently, however 
large the kitchen.

Powerful all-round extraction
A premium designed Cooker Hood made to enhance the kitchen design, 
mounted over the kitchen island it will give a distinctive modern look. With a 
highly powerful motor it will clear the air in your kitchen effeciently, however 
large the kitchen.

Product Benefits & Features

AEG DIK6180HG Island Hood 100 cm 54 dB

DIK6180HG
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Product Specification

AEG DIK6180HG Island Hood 100 cm 54 dB

DIK6180HG
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